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NOVEL QCD EFFECTS IN NUCLEAR COLLISIONS* 

Stanley J. BRODSKY 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94309 

Abstract 
Heavy ion collisions can provide a novel environment for testing fundamental dynamical 

processes in QCD, including minijel formation and interactions, formation zone phenom
ena, color filtering, coherent co-mover interactions, and new higher twist mechanisms 
which could account for the observed excess production and anomalous nuclear target de
pendence of heavy flavor production. The possibility of using light-cone thermodynamics 
and a corresponding covaric.nl temperature to describe the QCD phases of the nuclear 
fragmentation region is also briefly discussed. 

1, Introduction 
One of the most important goals of relativistic nuclear collisions is to probe the extraor

dinarily rich and diverse phenomenology of quantum chrome-dynamics. The nucleus, in 
fact, provides one or the few ways wc can change the physical environment in QCD. In 
the case of atomic physics, one can use external Stark and Zeetnan electromagnetic fields 
to modify atomic wavefunctions and to prohc the underlying dynamics. Analogously in 
QCD, wc can study the dependence of reactions on the parameters of a nuclear medium 
in order to probe hadronic substructure and dynamics. 

There are n number <« intriguing nuclear effects which have already been identified 
in deep inelastic lepton-mtdctis reactions and other hard scattering processes involving 
nuclear targets [1], These include: 

• Non-additive contributions to nuclear structure functions, such as shadowing and 
anti-shadowing which reflect the coherence of multiple scattering interactions of 
quarks and gltrons within the nucleus. 

• Energy-loss mechanisms .\nd collision broadening of transverse momentum distri
butions caused by the elastic and inelastic interactions of quark and gluons as they 
propagate through a nucleus. 

• Formation zone phenomena which provide a fundamental quantum mechanical limit 
on multiple inelastic reactions of particle,-; in the nucleus at high energies. 

• Color transparency phenomena [2,3] in quarkonium production, hard quasi-clastic 
reactions, and diflracltvc jet production in which the nucleus Acts as a differential 
"color filter" to separate Fock components of different transverse size in the projec
tile's wavefunctton as well as to identify pcrturbative shoit-distance subproctvrccs 
versus non-perturbative mechanisms. Conversely, "'color opacity" can be used to 
relate high multiplicity fluctuations in particle production distributions to the large 
size fluctuations cf the Fock wavefunctions (4). 

* Work supported by the Department of Energy <ontraet DE-AC03-76SFOO.M&. 
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• Higher twist processes arising from nmlti-parton coherence in the hadron wavefunc-
lion. Such processes oflen dominate reactions nt large momentum fraction at, 

• Short-range correlation;; within the nucleus will produce particles at large x > 1 
beyond the range allowed from single-nuclcon kinematics. The observed distribu
tions in the target fragmentation region are projectile independent nnd appear to 
lte much harder than expert ml from usual Fermi motion calculations. These "cumu
lative effects" [5] can be used to identify short-range correlations within the nuclear 
wavefnnction such an hard internal nuclcon-nncleon [5] or quark-gluon interac
tions [6] ("intrinsic hardness") as well as "hidden color" components of the iiMclcnr 
wavefnnction orthogonal to the dominant color-singlet cluster components []]. 

• Oo-ruovor interactions between produced quarks and glitons and the low transverse 
momentum spectator partons created in the nuclear collisions. Such interactions 
provide an alternative mechanism for jet hadronfoalion compared to the usual mech
anisms which occur in r +r~ annihilation. The coalescence of the produced heavy 
quarks with spectators moving at the same rapidity [3,7,8,9] can in fact account 
for Hie observed suppression [10] of the ratio of J/tf- (o continuum ft+(t~ pairs 
si-en in central nuclens-niirleuK collisions, as well as the suppression of J/V» and T 
production seen at negative J>' in proton -uranium collisions (11]. 

• Heavy cptark and hadron production in nuclei due to the freeing of intrinsic heavy 
quark components in the hndmmr or nurlenr Vock wav^fmictions [12). 

• The production of nuclear-hound quarkoiiitmi, novel hound states such as w e//c 3 

due to the QOD van der Waals potential [13]. 
• Large momentum trnusffr exclusive nuclear reartions such as clectron-denteroii scat

tering and deuteron photo-disintegration which reflect multi-quark scattering pro
cesses in the nucleus ami possible hidden-color components in the nuclear wave-
functjou. 

Hac.h of these effects will have their cole amplified in nucleus-nucleus collisions. In addi
tion l.o their intrinsic interest, it is clear that wc need to have a systematic understanding 
of ,4j + As collisions from the lightest to the heaviest heavy nuclei in order to unravel 
specific effects which could be attributed to a qnark-gluon phase of QCD. In this survey 
of nurlenr Qt'l) phenomena, 1 rtill emphasize the importance of studying tlic complete 
kinematic ranee of relal ivistir heavy ion collisions, particularly the nuclear fragmentation 
region. I also brielly discuss the possibility of using light-cone, thermodynamics and a cor
responding covaiiant temperature to desrribe QCD phases of the nuclear fragmentation 
region. 

2. Limitations of The QCD Factorization Theorem 
The cornerstone of virtually all predictions for inclusive reactions in high energy physics 

is the factorization theorem of pertitrbative QCD which separates the pertarbatively-
calculahle liard scattering quark and gliton dynamics from the non-pcrturhativc bound 
stale dynamics contained in the proress independent structure functions GafA(x< Q2) and 
jet fragmentation functions />///„(;. </J). For example, to leading order in l/M2> the 
inclusive cross section to produce n heavy quark pair at invariant mass squared M2 = 
J7„JV and reynman longitudinal momentum fraction JJ = xa — x^ has the form 

ati—QQ 

This factorisation holds for all projectiles and targets A} and .4... leplons, photons hadrons 
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and nuclei. Here xa is the boost-invariant light-cone momentum fraction of the interacting 
partons r a = kf/PAt - (*2 + WMt + p'Al)• I n t , M ! c a a p » f l h * Drcll-Yan process 
A\Ai —> fi^fi'X, factorisation was proved to leading order in \jQ2 by Bodwhi and 
by Collins, Snper, and Stermnit and then extended lo nexI-to-loading twist by Qiu and 
Stermati \\A\. 

One of the most striking applications of QCI) factorization is its predictions for high 
mass lepton-pairs and high transverse momentum jet. production in heavy ion collisions. 
Since the nuclear structure functions are approximately linear in nurlron number A, the 
predicted rate for hard scattering reactions is approximately proportional to AtA% whereas 
the total inclusivt-cross section only increases as the total radius squared, or (J4| -Mj ) 3 . 
Thus the number of lepton pairs per interaction in uranium-uranium collisions compared 
to that for p-p collisions is Atr -v lSOO. If we extend this result to uminijctn production, 
jets with W > 2 GcV, say, then our predicts a Urge inclusive cross section and a large 
number of jets per nucleus-nucleus collisions which can dominate hadron production in 
the central region [15], In addition to the usual Fragmentation processes as seen in Sl'KAlt 
e + c~ data, one also needs to consider the multiple scattering, energy losses, and coales
cence of the mmijets with co-moving spectator parlous. Clearly this phenomena has to 
be taken into account when considering signals for QCI) phase transitions in relativistic 
heavy ion collisions. 

It is crucial to understand the physics and range of validity of QCD factorization when 
applying it to nuclear processes. At lirst sight, il sterns remarka'fh- that the QCD factor
ization formula could be valid for heavy nuclear projectiles or targets, considering that 
each incident and final state pwlon will multiply-scatter both elastically and inclastically 
as it propagates through the nucleus. Nevertheless, QCI) fur t omnium predicts UiAl the 
projectile probability distribution (!ajA,(-ra,Q2) must he independent of the size 01 Lhe 
target Ai, There are two reasons why multiple scattering den's not affect the inclusive 
cross section to leading order in I fQ*: first of all, the mull iple scattering of the projectile 
partons in the target (or pier versa) can cause a finite collision broadening of the partou 
transverse momentum distribution which will spread out the Qf distribution of the out
going pair with nucleon number A, However, this effect does not change the integrated 
cross section dtr/dQ2 to leading order in l/Q- [16). Nuclear broadening of the muon 
pair transverse momentum distribution has been reported by the NA-10 [17] and K772 
Collaborations [11]. 

The second essential ingredient in the proof or QCD factorisation i;. the fact that the 
mean energy loss dEfdz per unit length in the target, suffered by a projectile partoti due 
to multiple elastic or inelastic scattering, is constant aud independent of the projectile 
energy. In fact, the mean energy loss of the parton in the target is limited by quantum 
mechanics [18). The basic condition is set by the uncertainty principle. AptAz > 1 wbcr»r 
Ap£ is the minimum momentum transfer of the parton in an inelastic reaction which 
occurs within Az, the distance between I he scattering centers. The change in longitudinal 
momentum of the scattered parton dm* to induced radiation is AM2/2Eittb where AM2 

is the difference between the incident parlon mass squared and the mass squared of the 
parton-gluon system after radiation. Thus induced radiation effectively cannot recur in 
a mirlrns of length 1.& if the piirlon hits energy Efat, > ^AM'IJA- '» particular, if a 
soft gluon is emitted with momentum fraction Xj, and transverse momentum kxs, then 
AM2 «- ft^B/x9t aud only gluous with T9 < ix f f/^/2E( 0t can he radiated in the nucleus 
from a parton with energy /?(„&. Thus the maximum energy loss or an incident or outgoing 
parton a participating in a high momentum transfer reaction due to induced radiation in 
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the nucleus is of the fonn 

since Efab = jraaf'2Mii and the nuclear radius R& *« (1.2 fm)/l"' 1 characterizes the largest 
effective distance between scattering centers in the nucleus. The constant K is independent 
of the scale Q* of the hard collision. At asymptotic energies, .« —• oo. I ho fractional energy 
loss Ala vanishes and the structure function of the projectile heroines independent of the 
target, as required by the QCD factorization theorem. 

The factorization theorem breaks down in nuclear targets when the energy loss becomes 
significant compared to the part on energies - i.e. there is a target length condition L < 
2EM/&M2 for the validity of the leading twiat predictions |1(J], where AM2 characterizes 
the change in invariant mass squared of the interacting state in the inelastic collision. The 
physics of the target length condition Is closely related to the formation zone phenomena 
of Landau. Pomeranchuk. and Migdal. As shown in Ref. [l(t] the cancellation of induced 
inelastic radiation from a high energy parton i>articipaling in a hard reaction occurs 
because of I he destructive interference of the radiation emitted by the parton at the 
two scattering centers. For example., consider the inelastic, interactions of an itutiquark 
due to induced gluon emission in the target before it annihilates to produce a massive 
lepton pair. When one analyzes such processes in time-ordered perturbation theory, one 
can consider different on-shell intermediate state processes corresponding to which target 
center the inelastic reaction occurs on. However, at high momentum transfer the minimum 
momentum transfer Ap r to the nucleus is so small that these classical radi.-.tion processes 
lead to the same final state and interfere destructively. 

Let us assume lhat the pari ides radiated by the incident or final state parlous have 
a characteristic transverse momentum squared < Â  >*- 0.1 CleV". Then the energy 
loss constant is A- -- (1.2 fm)A/p < k\ > ~ 0.5 CJeV2. This corresponds to an etiergy-
iiwlependont mean energy loss per unit length (l^mrhxtirf^" ~ < frj, > /'- ~l),3 (ieV/fm. 
A similar degradation of energy is experled from elastic wallering [15]. The total pre
dicted energy loss, dEfd- -~ O.fi CieV/fni, appears to he consistent with lite magnitude 
determined hy Gyulnssy r/ «l. [l.ri] using combined SLAC and KMO data for jet frag
ment at ion in nuclei. The energy loss of an initial or final stale parton in llie nucleus will 
create extra hadrotiic energy in the central rapidity region. Since this effect is indepen
dent of the project He energy, it becomes insignilicaiil at high energies, thus explaining the 
lack of nuclear target dependence of jet fragmentation processes in deep inelastic lepton 
scattering. The same formal ion /one considerations of course apply to jets produced ill 
heavy ion collisions. 

The data foi Jjv production hy protons ami pious in nuclei show a strong attenuation at 
large ry (l!>|. This effect does not depend on the target momentum fraction i'i so it cannot 
be due to shadowing of ihe nuclear target quark or gluo;: structure functions, Recently 
Gavin and Milana J20) have made the interesting suggestion that this nuclear dependence 
could he caused by the energy loss of the incident gluon and outgoing charm quarks as they 
propagate through the nucleus. However, the quantum mechanical hound for the energy 
loss dEfdz appears to he too small to explain this effect. In any event, the parton energy 
loss is independent of the pair mass M~: thus one cannot explain the difference between 
the observed A-dependence of T and 7/v production seen by E772 [11] at high xp by 
a part on energy loss mechanism alone, As emphasized hy Radier r( «/., [19] the fusion 
mechanism for rharin product ion (assuming the usual gluon momentum distributions) 
leaves an unexplained excess of ,//«• production at large sp in the same region where the 
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cross section breaks leading twist fartoriHntion mid lias a A'"5/3-mi clear dependence. Wc 
shall argue that (lie excess qiiarkonitmi production at large .r;.- is due to an intrinsically 
higher-twist mechanism where the production reaction occurs on the nuclear surface. We 
return to litis topic in sectii-i 5. 

It should he emphasized that the target • independence of jel iiadrotimitiou and the 
factorization of (he fragmentation function Di[/9[z>Qi] assumes that the jet is produced 
at large transverse momentum in a kinematic region clear or the spectator parlous or 
hadrons created From the fragmentation of the beam and target. In QKD, Hethe-Hdtlcr 
pair production in coherent nucleus-nucleus collisions is strongly modified by the attractive 
forces between the produced electron and tlir highly charged ions. The (Coulomb forces 
are particularly strong when I lie charges have similar velocities, leading to binding of 
the electron with the co moving nucleus [21]. Similarly in QCI), a quark can hadronizc 
by coalescing with a co-moving spectator parlon [22]. The effect is clearly enhanced in 
nucleus-nucleus collisions and in events which have accompanying large transverse energy 
/vj\ As discussed in Kefs. [~\ and [8], co-mover interactions can account for the observed 
suppression [10] of the J/t}* to continuum // + / i~ ratio seen in nucleus-nucleus collisions at 
high Er as well as the suppression of Jfih «nd T production siren at negativeXf in proton-
uranium collisions [11], The co-moving partous will bind to the produced heavy quark 
before it. can bind into heavy quavkouium. .lust as in photon-induced capture reactions 
the effect could be non-linear in the number of co-moving spectators. A comprehensive 
discussion of tin.- systematic* of charm production based on fusion processes, intrinsic 
charm, and co-mover interactions, including detailed predictions for heavy qiiarkoninin 
suppression from co-mover Interactions in reintivistir heavy ion collisions is given in Ref. 
m-

3. Shadowing and Anti-Shadowmg of Nuclear Structure Func
tions 

One or the most import ant manifest at ions of nuclear effects in QCI) is the shadowing 
and anli shadowing of deep inelastic nuclear structure functions: i.e. the depletion of the 
effective number of nueleoiiK Fffl''} at low ,r ;& 0,1, and the increase above nucleoli 
additivily at r ~ 0.15. Results from "the KMC collaboration [23] and S|,A< • [2-1] indicate 
that tin: effect is roughly Q' independent; i.r. shadowing is a leading twist effect in the 
operator product analysis. In contrast, the shadowing of the real photo- absorption cross 
section due to intermediate vector mesons falls away as an Inverse power of Q1, 

In general, shadowing of nuclear cross sections can be attributed to destructive interfer
ence of the multiple scattering amplitudes in the nucleus. In the case of a liadron-nucleus 
cross section the incident had ion scatters elastically on a nucleoli N\ on the front face 
of the nucleus. At high energies the phase of the amplitude is imaginary. The liadron 
then propagates through the nucleus to nucleoli A'-j where it interacts iuelastically. The 
accumulated phase of the had ion propagator is also imaginary, so that this two-step 
amplitude is coherent mid opposite in phase to the one step amplitude where the beam 
Viadron interacts directly on S-j without initial slate interactions. Thus the target nu
cleoli Arn sees less incoming flux: it is shadowed by elastic interactions on the front fact* 
of the nucleus. If the hadmn nucleoli cross section is large, then for large A the effective 
number of nucleous participating in the inelastic interactions is reduced to ~ A*'*, the 
number of surface nucleoli's. 

In the rase of virtual photo absorption, the photon converts to a ijt) \W'\T at a distance 
before the target proportional to LJ « x~* - 2;> • qjQ1 in the laboratory frame. In 
a physical gauge, such as the light cone ,-l+ = (I gauge, the final state interactions of 
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the outgoing narton can bo neglcrted in the valence approximate ., and effectively only 
one member of the quark autiquark pair interacts. The nuclear structure function Fj 
producing quark q can then iw written as an integral [25,26] over the inelastic cross 
section aqi\(sf) where .s' grows as 1/T for fixed spaa- like anti- quark mass. Similarly, 
the anti quark unclear slniclwre function is related to inelastic quark nucleus scattering. 
Tims the .-1 dependence of the deep inelastic nuclear structure functions reflects the. A-
dependence of the q and q cross sections in the nucleus. 

Hung Jung Lu and I have recently applied the standard Glauber analysis to a^A and 
<r,4 assuming that formalism can he lake.u over to off shell interactions \21\. lu analogy U> 
hadrnn nucleoli interactions I he coupling of the pomcmii to the quark-nncleoti scattering 
amplitude leads to shadowing of the quark-nucleus interactions at high energy and tints 
shadowing «f the unclear structure functions at low T. The magnitude of shadowing 
predicted by the model is consistent with the data for 0.1 > x > 0.01; below this region, 
one expects higher- twist aud vector meson dominance shadowing U\ contribute. More 
surprisingly, ihe nnilli scattering analysis also predicts anti-shadowing of the structure 
functions. Anli -shadowing requires the presence of kinematic regions where the real part 
of 1he q - ,V amplitude dominates over thr imaginary part, In fart, if one introduces an 
nil 2! :'i I|egg«oti cuntriluition to tin1 f/A' and qN amplitudes, the real phase introduced by 
such a contribution leads to consVrnctive interference in 1-hr quark-nncleus cross section 
at intermediate energies and thus anti shadowing in the unclear structure functions at 
x zz 11.1.5 ai the few percent magnitude seen by the SLAC and 13MC experiments ('23,2-1]. 
It should be emphasized that the constructive interference which gives anti-shadowing 
in the .r — 0.1"» region is automatic since the phase of the Roggeon term is dictated by 
analytirity from the power hebavior rj( J ) w . r l ~' n , , of the turn-singlet structure functions 
at low x. 

An advantage or thr multi-srntlrriug analysis is that it correlates shadowing phenomena 
to microscopic quark nucleoli parameters. Tlic parameters for I he effective quark-liucleon 
cross section required to understand shallowing phenomena provide important information 
on the interact ions of quarks in unclear matter. This approach also provides a dynamical 
and analyse explanation of anti shadowing which was originally predicted 128] on the 
basis or conservation laws. The innlti scattering analysis also provides the input or start
ing point for the logarithmic evolution of lite nuclear deep inelastic structure functions, 
as given by Mueller and Qin [2!»]. Psing the perturhative Q("l) factorization theorem for 
inclusive react ions, the same analysis can be extended lo Drcll Ynn and other fusion pro-
ccfiscs, taking into acrount- the separate dependence .<n the valence and sea quarks. In the 
case of hard scattering reactions in nucleus-nucleus collisions QCD factorization predicts 
analogous shadowing and nnti-shadowing phenomena in both Ihe target and projectile. 

4. The Nucleus as a QCD Filter 

There are a large number of ways in which a nuclear target can probe fundamental as
pects of QCI). A primary concept is thai of the "color filter" [30,31]: if the interactions of 
in incident hadron are controlled by gluon exchange, then the nucleus will be transparent 
to those fluctuations of the incidenl hadroti wavefunction which have small transverse size. 
Such Fock components have a small color dipole moment and thus will interact weakly in 
Ihe nucleus: conversely. I-oek components of normal hailmnic size will interact strongly 
aud he absorbed during their passage through the nucleus (-10). For example, large mo
mentum transfer quasi exclusive reactions [32]. are controlled in pcrtiirhativc QCD by 
small color singlet valence quark F,ick components of transverse size (>i ~ !/<?; thus 
initial state and final stale corrections to these hard reactions are suppressed, and they 
can occur in a nucleus without initial or linal stale absorpl ion or multiple scattering of the 



interacting hadrous. Thus, at large momentum transfer and energies, quasi -elastic exclu
sive reactions arc predicted to occur uniformly in the nuclear volume This remarkable 
phenomenon is called "color transparency1' [l\. Thus QCD predicts that the cross section 
for quasi-elastic proton-proton scattering in nucleus-nucleus collisions will he proportional 
to the product of proton numbers in the beam and target: 

ft[/Ma-»l>/»(>li--l)Ma-l)) - -
%{pv -- PP) 

at large moment urn transfer squared i. The signal for these events will lie two nearly 
roplanar protons, with no other liadrons produced. The cross section is integrated over 
I'Vnni motion and tin- excited states of the spectator nuclei. In contrast to the QCD color 
transparency prediction, the traditional theory of nuclear absorption predicts that quasi-
elastic scattering occurs primarily on the front surface of the nucleus. The above ratio 
would the be proportional to Z} %.j , i,r. the number or protons exposed on the nuclear 
surfaces. The kinematic conditions tor the validity of the color transparency predictions 
are discussed >n Hef. 133). 

There are, however, indications that QGO trnnttiHUvucy fails to lioUl m the ease of pA 
collisions at »yy ~ 5 (7< l'*1 [3<1]. de Teramoud and I have noted [35] that this anomaly 
could be due to rlinrin production in the intermediate slate of the ;>;> elastic amplitude. 
The same effect can also account, for the. anomalously large spin-spin correlations see,ti in 
large angle pp scattering at the same energy. 

5. Anomalous Production at Large x 
One of the few areas of high energy physics where data appear to be in strong conflict 

with the predictions of the leading-twist QCD factorization theorem is charm hadropro-
duction. In particular, the data |19, 36, 11] on high momentum J/tl> production in 
hadron-nucleus collisions exhibit a number of remarkable results: 

1. When the nuclear number (A) dependence of the ,//i'> production cross section is 
parametrized as /1°, the effective power o decreases with the fractional momentum 
j - =i T/.- of I he J/t'1; »>. the data at different energies display Feynman scaling 
|37]. a = a( j ) . Contrary to expectations, the power o is not a function of r2t the 
fraction of momentum taken from the nucleus arid given to the Jf$, This result 
violates the peritubal ivc QCD factorization prediction for hard processus, and thus 
its explanation must lie in higher twist effects. 

2. The cross section measured by NA3 [19] for J ft production by protons at large 
x appears to have a "diffracli'vc coutributioir in excess of what is predicted from 
conventional ffg —» cr and qq —• cc fusion subprocess-s, 

.1. The transverse momentum distribution of tlie .//».'• produced in vW collisions sig
nificantly narrows at high x [38]. 

•1. The J/t is normally produced with no net polarization. However, at J > 0,!) 
the J/t[> produced in pron-Tungsten collisions are almost completely longitudinally 
polarized [38]. This fact alone strongly suggests that n new production mechanism 
for heavy quarkoniimi must dominate in the limit ;r —* I, 

In addition to the anomulies seen in charmoninm production, a number of experiments 
have reported anomalously flat open charm hadroproductimi at large x. particularly mea
surements of charmed baryons (3!M2]. None of these anomalies can be readily explained 
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by conventional leading twist gg —* rr or qq —* cc fusion suhprocesses. It should also be 
noted lhal tht* 1CMO nir-asurrononl ['10/11] of the charm structure function of the uucleon 
appears to bo much larger than expected from phot on gl mm subprocesscs at large rpj. 

Then 1 is, however, another source for heavy quark production in QCD, From the per-
turbalive point of view, a uutlrr Kock component can also be generated by the py —* cc 
amplitude where the gltmiis are emitted from two or more of the valence quarks. The 
probability for finding thr heavy quark pair of mass MQQ or greater in the hadroii wave-
function from this mechanism is thus of order o ^ A / ^ ) / ^ / ! * * w i t ' i the overall coefficient 
set. by the pnrton-parton correlation length. Intrinsic <harm is thus a higher twist mecha
nism. The coupling of the charm pair to more than one valence quark in the proton also 
implies that more of the parent hadron's momentum is carried by the heavy quarks. From 
the non-perturbativo point of view, the intrinsic charm Pock components arc associated 
witli the bound-stale equation in which constituents tend to have equal velocity. Thus 
unlike normal sea quarks generated by evolution, the heaviest constituents, the intrinsic 
charm quarks, will lend to have a large fraction of the parent hadron's momentum [43]. 
If the excess in the measured charm structure function is identified with intrinsic charm, 
then one requires a 0.3% probability for the intrinsic charm Kock stale in the nucleoli (41 j -
Heavier quark pairs in (he proton wavefuuclion will be suppressed inversely as the square 
of their mass (II]. 

If the projectile wavefunction has an intrinsic charm contribution (4.1], then one can 
readily account for t lie product ion of heavy quark* at large &y as well as the observed 
>e;nmnn Healing of llie nuclear dependence. For example, in a liadronic collision the 
intrinsic c and c can coalesce lo produce a charmoniuiti state with Hie majority of the 
projectile's momentum. A phriiomeiiological interpretation or the Jjxb /-dependence 
based on the intrinsic charm ansatz was given in Kef. [-15], It was suggested that large x, cc 
product ion is dominated by an int rinsic component ['13,30], and that the cc. is "freed from 
ils virtual state by interactions of the light quarks in the projectile hadroii with the target 
nucleus. The high momentum fraction, small transverse size cir cluster in the incident 
hadroii passes through the nucleus umlcdccted, and it can then evolve into cliarmonium 
states after transiting the nucleus. The remaining cluster of light quarks in the intrinsic 
diarat Fork state tends lc> !«• absorbed on the front surface of the nucleus. Because the 
interaction or the light quark oniponents with niicleons is expected to be strong, one 
then expects that nuclear cross sections will be surface dominated, i,r, a ar 2/3, as seen 
in the data (40,19,11). It should be emphasized that this nuclear suppression is unrelated 
to the shadowing of parton distributions o.sciisscd in section 3. 

The intrinsic charm model justifies the analysis of Iladier cf at. [19] in which the pertur-
bat ive and non-perlurbative charm production medianisir.-s were separated on the basis 
of their dim-renl /1-dependeiice ((> = 0.1)7 and o = 0.77 for a pion beam, respectively). 
The effective rf-dependenrr of o seen in charm production is explained by the different 
characteristics of the (wo production mechanisms. Hard gluou fusion production domi
nates at small J f . due to the steeply falling gluon structure function. The contribution 
from intrinsic charm Pock stat<*s peaks at higher r/-, due to the large momentum carried 
by the charm quarks. This two component hard scattering plus intrinsic charm model 
also explains why the nuclear dependence of,//^- production depends on r? rather than 
rg, as predicted by leading twist faciorization (37], Another important consequence of 
this picture is thai all final stales produced by a penetrating intrinsic cc component will 
have the same A dependence. In particular, the t><[2S) radially excited state will behave 
in the same w\y as the , / / c . in spite of its larger size. This prediction is confirmed by 
I lie recent K 772 data [II]. The nucleus cannot influence llie quark liadronization which 
(at high energies) lakes place mitside the nuclear environment. In lief. [7], Vogt, Hoyer, 
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and I hnve given a systematic nnn.ly.sis of the two-component, model including the effects 
of co-mover interactions. 

Recently. I lover, Mueller, Tang and I |1'2| have analysed the role of the various leading 
and higher twist contributions to heavy quarkonium production in a specific gauge theory 
model, 1 will review the main points of this analysis here. 

U is important to distinguish three separate kinematical limits for large x heavy quark 
pairs of invariant mass AA: M —> oo, s -* I with M."(\ — i) —* oo; M —* oo, x —* 
1 with M2(\ — .T) fixed; and M -* oo, y - t 1 with M2{\ — x) -* 0. In the first 
limit the usual perturbative QCD scattering formalism applies, including the factorization 
theorem for hard subprocesses [14]. The effective scale of the interaction, M2{1 — i ) , is 
still asymptotically large. Intrinsic higher twist diagrams, in which the pair is coupled 
to more than one constituent of tin: projectile, arc damped by powers of Ai2(\ — x). In 
the last limit the standard spectator counting rules for the power behavior of structure 
functions in the r —* 1 limit, become valid [47]. 

It is most interesting to consider the behavior of the QCD processes in the intermediate 
case iu which M2{\ — r) is held lixed. It. turns out that snbprorcssrs involving spectator 
constituents, which would give power-suppressed higher twist contributions in the first 
limit, contribute at leading order in the second limit above. Hence the distinction be
tween "extrinsic1' processes, where the pair is created by a single gluon, and "intrinsic" 
processes, where the pair is created by several gluons, essentially disappears. An immedi
ate consequence of the fact thai several partons are involved in the leading subprocesses is 
thai the QCD factorization theorem breaks down: Scattering cross sections can no longer 
be expressed in terms of single parton distributions of the colliding hadrons. 

These observations provide a framework for understanding the puzzling phenomena 
observed at large ,r, and in particular for explaining the /1-dependcnce of Jft}> production. 
We find that one can indeed free a virtual cc pair, or a lepton pair, at large J by a 
relatively soft interaction with a light miiirk component of the projectile. The hardne.v> 
of the interaction has scale M2(\ - x), where M is the pair mass, and the 'freeing' 
probability is proportional to l/Mi0 — *)• Thus, at sufficiently large x, the cross section 
for freeing the pair will become large enough so that an ^-dependent departure from an 
/ t 1 dependence can be expected in the nuclear cross section. If the reaction freeing the 
pair occurs for an extrinsic, leading-twist component of the projectile, a component of 
the infinite momentum wavefunclion scaling logarithmically with M~, then the resulting 
cross section in the above limit is just the normal factorizod expression for qij annihilation 
in pcrturbative QCD. If the freeing occurs for an intrinsic component it corresponds to a 
higher twist effect iu the usual hard scattering formalism. 

There are a number of novel features of QCD which emerge in the limit M —* oo, x —* 
1 with M'(\ - .r) fixed. In this new QCD limit: 

• The leading contributions to the production cross section actually come from spec
tator interactions rather than direct interactions with the pair itself; 

• The coherence of the Fork stale is easily broken by soft interactions of finite trans
verse momentum since the transverse velocity inflicted to the spectators v± = 
)i±/p(l — -r) is large; 

• QCD factorization is invalid iu this limit since there is no relative suppression of 
interactions involving several constituents of the same hadrou; 

• The intrinsic mechanism offers the possibility to produce the J fit' directly in a color 
singlet state since the three <uiarks «f a proton may all couple to the J{4> via gluon 
exchange. Hence there is no need for further soft gluon radiation [48]. 
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• llecause of the rapid transverse size expansion of tin* spectators, production cross 
sections in nuclear targets become surface dominated at large j ; 

• The changein physics from the volume-dominated leading-twist fusion suhprocesses 
to surface-dominated higher-twist intrinsic charm contributions occurs as the frar 
l.ional momentum •? of the pair increases. Thus lite nuclear target dependence of 
the production cross section in the fixed (1 — J")-M" limit is a function Aa^r' of 
tbt; pair momentum fraction ,r rather than a function A"*'j) of the target parl.on 
niomentiiiT] fraction .rj: 

• The change in physics with Pcynman j - may account for the observed dominance of 
longitudinal]) polarized ,//V a! large jr. 

m Although the absolute normalization of the intrinsic contributions to massive pair 
production requires knowledge of two or more particle correlations in the non-
pert urhativc hadron wavffunrtioii,il is still possible to use QCI) perturbation theory 
to analyse botll the power law behavior and logarithmic evolution of these contri
butions in a manner analogous to PQOI) treatments of large moment tun trans
fer exclusive reactions [U'i], since the short*distance components of the wavefunc-
tion dominate. In particular, the extrapolation from charm to beauty processes is 
straightforward using scaling at. fixed M'{\ - JO-

Our investigation can provide a QCI) framework for understanding a number of puzzling 
features of the large X data: 

« The unclear suppression seen for .//(,'' production appears to he larger than that for 
/ I + / I " production [11]. Only extrinsic diagrams contribute to the loplon pair process, 
vlieteas extrinsic and intrinsic contributions contiitmitp to quark pair production. 

• Another consequence of large intrinsic cuntributions is that the charm and beauty 
structure functions measured in deep inelastic scattering can have a larger than 
expected support al high JDJ. There is sonic evidence for this from EMC measure' 
ments of the charm structure function of the nucleon [-10]. This will be an important 
ui*?a of investigation at II Kit A. It also implies that charm production near threshold 
at R111C could be larger than expected from traditional estimates, 

• If (he intrinsic charm quarks coalesce with spectators of tin- projectile;, then one 
can also account for the rather hard momentum distribution of open production 
observed at large T- Unlike recombination and string pictures, where fast valence 
(|u.-.iks pull the heavy particles to high momenta, the intrinsic heavy quark picture 
implies not only fast open charm and beauty slates, but also heavy quarkonium 
production at large J-. 

• The intrinsic producti-m mechanism offers an intriguing new possibility of under
standing cumulative meson production in nuclei at large transverse momentum [0,5], 
As has been established tti many experiments, a particle produced in the unclear 
fragmentation region can curry more momentum than single nncleons (jr > I). The 
two (or more) gluotis transferring momentum to the heavy quarks in intrinsic pro
cesses ni-eii riot, in fact, originate from the same nucleoli. Two or more nttdcotis 
with a small transverse separation can lioth transfer moment mil to the same quark 
pair. Moreover, the number of intrinsic diagrams increases cpuckly with the nuclear 
number A and the number of gluotis involved. 

• Among the puzzles of particle production at high x is the observed dependence 
un the transverse polarisation of tin* brain. Hecenl data |J*)) show a remarkable 
increase of the polarization asymmetry in the region Q.l\ < J- < U.i>. It has been 
difficult to describe such polarization effects in the framework of perturbative QC'IJ 
because the polarization is given by an interference term between flip and tion Hip 
amplitudes. Ptla/dt ~ hn(A'fAuf). In leading twist QCJ) calculations very small 
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transversa polarizations air expected, since the helicil.y flip amplitudes are sup-
pressi-d and lh<> amplitudes arc predominantly real. On lh«* other hand intrinsic 
diagrams have a sizeable imurinary ]>art, which appears immediately in the lowest 
order amplitude. A similar explanation based on q>;ark-ghion correlations has been 
given in Hef. {50}. Furthermore, the incoming Pock stale involves large 1rausvor.se 

^momenta for the constituents, which can lead to important helicity (lip contribu
tions. It would thus appear that, assuming helicity Dip amplitudes arc present, the 
intrinsic production mechanism may he a doiiiinanl source of transverse poUriza-
tion effects. This is supported by tin-fact that tin- observed polarization increases 
with the transverse moment it in of t)ie delected hadron. H is HI OH- combined JimH 
of large j - and high pair mass (t.e. high p±) that the intrinsic diagrams contribute 
al leading order. 

• One of (he most striking consequences of the analysis of Hef. [12] is the prediction 
for the soft, low Q~ *~ A^-^l - T ) . I'oulomb excitation of Uu- proton to high s-
massive quark pair con lignrat ions, especially rp — <•' + J/tj' + .V and other heavy 
quaikoniitm states. The dominant diagrams at c —» I involve the uleclron scattering 
on the valence spectators, not on the heavy quarks themselves. The absolute size of 
the cross section can he estimated from Jfij' production in proton- proton collisions, 
assuming [actorUuitum. A critical test, of Vive impovtancv of higher twist correlations 
in the proton wavefimrf ion will be the observation of quarkonium states at large 
T in the proton's fragmentation region. Furthermore, if intrinsic diagrams account 
for the transverse polarization observed in high r hadronic reactions, then similar 
polarization effects should he present universally in the target fragmentation region 
whether the reaction is peripheral cp collisions or difTmclive heavy ion collisions. 

6. The Nuclear Fragmentation Region 

It is clear that many of the most interesting tests of Q(T) in relativistic heavy ton 
collisions will require measurements of particle production over the full rapidity range. 
Studies of massive pair and heavy quark production at large x. color transparency tests, 
cumulative reactions, diffract ivejet production, and coherent nuclear reactions which test 
the nature of the I'omeron coupling to inn lei [51] all require observation of produced 
hadrons or the recoil nucleus in the target and projectile fragmentation regions. 

We have also noted that the physics of the central rapidity region in high energy nucleus* 
nuch'iuf collision* will be severely complicated by iilitujet production and hadronizaliou. 
'J'he interact tons between iniiiijels and the interactions of minijets with the remaining 
spectators is certainly of interest, including possible non-linear hadtonization effects due 
to the scattering and coalescence with civ-movers. However, the clearest searches for a 
change of phase from nuclear or liadronic matter to quark-gluon degrees of freedom may 
well involve the nuclear fragmentation regions where the contributions due to minijet 
production are less important. 

The physics of the target fragmentation region is also interesting from tin* standpoint 
of light-tone physics. As one nucleus passes through the other in a relativistic heavy 
ion collision, ihe structure of the target nucleus is excited at a fixed "light-cone1' lime 
r = l I :jr rather than a fixed ordinary lime f. Thus the boundary condition for "heat' 
ing1* the nucleus is set by light-cone lime r. The evolution operator itt light-row- lime r hi 
the light-emie llainiltoiiian / ' " = /'" - / J : which has eigenvalues {M- + / ' j l / t f * + Ps), 
where M is the invariant mass spectrum of the system. It thus should be advantageous to 
study statistical and thermodynamic quantities such ns the invariant partition function 
^ror = ^v<xp~iMzfT'). where'/" plays the role of a frame independent tempeialure. 

VI 
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In the case or simple theories such as QCD in one-space and one-time, Zc0v can be evalu
ated explicitly since the complete spectrum can be obtained using matrix diagonaliaatjon 
methods [52]. 
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